Tribus Group Unveils Cutting-Edge Innovations at Busworld, Showcasing E-Civitas Economy Low-Floor Bus and Advanced TriflexAIR 2.0 Flooring System

Utrecht, The Netherlands, August 15, 2023 – Tribus Group, a leading innovator in the passenger transportation industry, is set to make a significant impact at this year’s Busworld exhibition, presenting a range of groundbreaking innovations that are set to revolutionize public transportation. The event, known for highlighting the latest advancements in the bus and transport sector, will witness Tribus’ unveiling of the highly anticipated E-Civitas Economy Low-Floor Bus, the TriflexAIR 2.0 Flooring System, and a cutting-edge passenger safety check.

E-Civitas Economy Low-Floor Bus: Pioneering Electric Mobility
A highlight of Tribus’ showcase will be the presentation of the E-Civitas Economy Low-Floor Bus - an electric marvel designed to address the evolving needs of urban transportation. This lightweight electric bus is tailor-made for efficiently transporting small groups within the public transit network. Combining a low-weight design with eco-friendly electric propulsion, the E-Civitas Economy sets new standards for sustainable and efficient urban mobility. Work is currently underway to get the vehicle up and running by the end of 2024.

TriflexAIR 2.0 Flooring System: Lightweight and Versatile
Tribus Group will also present the TriflexAIR 2.0 Flooring System, designed to enhance the onboard experience for both passengers and operators. Specifically designed for M1 category buses, this innovative flooring solution combines a lightweight construction with remarkable versatility. It not only improves the overall user experience but also contributes to fuel efficiency and reduced emissions.

Revolutionary Passenger Safety Check: Elevating Safety
Safety remains a top priority for Tribus Group, and that commitment is evident in their revolutionary wireless passenger signalization system. Integrated into the TriflexAIR 2.0 Flooring System, this innovative technology detects the presence of passengers, verifies the fastening of seatbelts, and ensures secure positioning of wheelchair users. A sleek display, conveniently placed next to the driver, provides real-time status updates for each seat and wheelchair in the vehicle, fostering a safer and more secure travel experience for all passengers.
**Tribus Group - Engineered Comfort: TriflexAIR Seating and Interior Components**

In addition to these groundbreaking innovations, Tribus Group will also present their signature TriflexAIR Seating System, a product of their extensive research and development efforts to provide the ultimate in passenger comfort and ergonomic design. TriflexAIR is easy to operate, lightweight and can be fully integrated with the TriflexAIR Flooring System. Complementing this, a range of meticulously crafted interior components will be showcased, highlighting Tribus' holistic approach to enhancing the passenger experience.

Tribus Group is excited to connect and celebrate their 25th anniversary with industry professionals, stakeholders, and enthusiasts at Busworld, where these innovations will be available for close examination and interaction. Visit them in hall 9 booth 944.

---

**About Tribus Group**

Tribus Group is a pioneering company at the forefront of innovation in the passenger transportation sector. The company has been creating wheelchair accessible passenger transportation since 1998. They convert almost any type of minibus into multifunctional vehicles that meet all applicable safety standards. With a focus on creating sustainable, safe, and comfortable solutions, Tribus Group is dedicated to redefining the future of public transportation. Their commitment to technological advancements and passenger well-being drives their continuous development of cutting-edge products that shape the landscape of urban mobility.

For more information visit [https://www.tribus-group.com/](https://www.tribus-group.com/) or contact Annegreet Sterk, Marketing & Communications Professional via [communicatie@tribus.nl](mailto:communicatie@tribus.nl) or phone +31 30 669 50 20.